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TeachSEAL.com The Inspired Classroom 

Adapted from Julie Simon’s presentation 
at the 2018 SEAL Retreat.  

 

Create an art piece (paint, brushes, stones) by doing this same idea on a piece of butcher 
paper or break into smaller groups and work as teams.  Students lay stones on the paper and 
then move their brushes to the music.  Here, you explore the general space you share with 
others on the paper.  Students may also find that they are moving around the perimeter of the 
artwork.  At the pause in music, students rest their brushes on a stone and focus on their 
breath. 
 
 

Extend this idea further by breaking it into two separate sessions.  In the first session, 
students create a “stone” in their own style, within given size parameters or paint a rock as 
they desire. Students could choose a self-aware/mindfulness word to write on the stone.  In 
the second session, the stones are placed on the paper, then the flow of color and line ensues. 
 
 

Students can also create their own individual river running artwork on large paper.  First, 
place the stones (using one medium such as crayon, jewels, cray pas, stickers, etc.).  As the 
music plays students explore lines and movement with a paintbrush or medium of 
choice.  When the music stops rest the paintbrush on a stone and rest (maybe do a yoga 
move or pause to breathe).  Follow up by observing and discussing the movement of the 
river created in the artwork.   
 
 

When the time is up, give students a chance to reflect and 
share.  You may ask them to write a quick journal entry or 
share verbally with you or peers as you see fit. 

Materials: 
Yoga Dots, Rubber 

shape mats, or 
colored paper 

Recorded music or 
hand drum 

River Running 

Dance – Explore 
general and 
personal space in a 
variety of energies; 
create still 
movements 

Art 

Self-Awareness, Self-
Management  & 
Social-Awareness– 
Being aware of your 
body in stillness and 
movement; being 
aware of others 
moving around you. 

SEL 

Do this as a partner 
activity using gentle 
touch or having two 
students hold ends of 
a scarf. 

Vary the type of 
music, discuss the 
emotions that are 
evoked. 

Extensions: 

Place rubber shape mats (Yoga Dots) randomly around the room to help define personal space and general space.  The 
students start by standing on a shape (their personal space) and striking their own poses (yoga pose or a pose of their own 
creation).   Play music (or use a drum if you want to control the tempo and volume).  When the music starts, the group is 
instructed to move off their shapes and through the “river” without stepping on the shapes – which represent rocks.  This is 
moving in general or shared space.   
 

Give some directions for movement. For example, “This time we will hop through the river” or “Now crawl through the 
river.” Experiment with tempo and encourage the kids to listen and match their movements to it, depending on whether the 
beat is slow, medium or fast.     
 

When the music stops, children move into personal space by making their own poses on the mats, freezing as if made of ice 
or stone.  You can also give structure to the pose:  “Make your body as small as you can,”  “If you made a low pose already, 
this time make a medium or high pose.”  In all cases, students work toward being mindful, being in their bodies, without 
using voices, noticing how their bodies feel in different poses, learning to be still, connecting with their breath. 
If a child accidentally bumps into a peer in the process of river running . . . they both stop, look at each other’s eyes and take 
a Breath of 5 (breathe in counting to five on your fingers, breathe out counting from five to one on your fingers), before 
moving on.    Modifications: 

River Running – lesson idea 
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